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“Have you ever been to a small island?
Charlie's Grandmother, Nan, lives on an island.
What would it be like to live on an island?
How would you get your food and clothes?

What games would you be able to play there?"

•  Develop visual discrimination:  everyone/everybody  you/your

•   Locate compound words:    something  nothing  anything 

everybody  Grandmother  everyone

•  Focus on contractions:  we'll  won't 

•  Use commas for phrasing and fluency.

•  Discuss use of capital letters for names.

•   Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc (back cover).

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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      .  Nan is Charlie's Grandmother
              She lives on a small island far

      .  out in the sea
            There are no schools or roads

    .on the island
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              .Charlie went on a boat to visit her
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           Every day Charlie and Nan went
      . fishing with their friends

          .They all swam in the sea
      ,When they were hungry

          .they had lunch on the beach
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Enjoyed the preview? 
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